CHROMAVISION PRO MINI
TAKE COLOUR MATCHING TO A NEW LEVEL

The super-small ChromaVision Pro Mini takes colour matching to a whole new level. It’s faster, easier to use and gives more accurate results than ever before. And it’s helping more and more bodyshops enter a new era of colour matching.

It dramatically improves workflow through the bodyshop. And helps keep you one step ahead of your competition.

WHERE TO BUY
FASTER RESULTS
The innovative ChromaVision Pro Mini doesn’t just deliver colour formulas fast, it also measures finish effects. So you get a complete formula in one go. And, using its Wi-Fi connection in combination with ChromaWeb™ software, you can instantly send data to your mixing room so the new colour can be mixed quicker than ever. Use it with a desktop computer, laptop, tablet – even a smartphone.

EASIER TO USE
This hi-tech new device is much smaller than previous ones so it’s convenient and easy to handle. The full colour, hi-res screen presents information clearly so you get the full picture in a flash. And the touchscreen makes it even easier to use even if you’re wearing gloves. LED lights and sounds also give you immediate and direct feedback on the device status so you’re always in complete control.

MORE ACCURATE THAN EVER
Using over 200,000 formulas as a starting point, ChromaVision® Pro Mini is proven to be more accurate than using a colour box (with roughly 5-10,000 chips). And, because all ChromaWeb formulas are in the cloud, they’re constantly updated with the latest data, meaning you always have the most up to date information.

COLOUR & EFFECT MEASURING
The ChromaVision Pro Mini is the only device which also measures the finish, including pearl and sparkle effect to give a complete formula.

WI-FI CONNECTION TO CHROMAWEB
Use anywhere to optimise workflow. ChromaVision Pro Mini’s Wi-Fi connection means you can transfer data to ChromaWeb software instantly.

DOCKING STATION CRADLE
The innovative docking station cradle means your ChromaVision Pro Mini is always charged. With no cables to plug in it’s also quick and easy to use.

SMALL & EASY HANDLING
It is small and lightweight - so it can easily be operated with one hand and makes overall use and manipulation much simpler.
STYLUS INCLUDED

It also comes with a stylus which the user can use if they prefer.

PROTECTIVE LENS HOOD

The magnetic dust plate ensures a secure fit to protect the sensor lens.

HOW TO USE?

01. ASSESS

02. CHECK

03. CLEAN

04. MEASURE

05. SEARCH

06. SPRAY